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About IQ
IQ offers a bespoke glazing design, supply and installation service. The IQ Group includes brands such as IQ Glass UK, 
Sieger Systems, Mondrian Glazing, IQ Projects, IQ Metal, IQ International and the Sky House Design Centre. With 
several in-house fabrication facilities, IQ have the ability to oversee, not only the design and installation process, but 

also the manufacture of the aluminium and steel glazing systems. 

IQ Glass supply and install some of the most impressive architectural glass technologies available today. This includes 
frameless structural glass assemblies such as frameless balustrades, frameless roof lights, glass roofs and floors, curved 

glass, and glass box extensions. 
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Our Services
The IQ Group offer a complete in-house service from client product selection services and estimation, through to design, 
manufacture and contracts management. All located in Amersham, Buckinghamshire, the teams work closely together to 

ensure the smooth running of each individual project.

At the start of the project, our showroom team will provide you with a one-to-one showroom visit where you can see all the 
products in the flesh, full size and ask any technical questions regarding the systems or installation. Our technical advisors can 

offer advice on which systems are best for the individual project and provide you with various options to consider.
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Our Products
The IQ Group have a whole host of products available to suit a broad range of projects from residental properties 

through to large scale commercial glazing packages. 

IQ can offer roof glazing, structural glazing, aluminium framed glazing (including sliding doors, bifold doors, casement 
windows and doors), luxury entrance doors, thermally broken rooflights and walk-on glass, frameless glazing, fire rated 

glazing, steel framed systems (including both internal and external doors, windows and internal room partitions). 
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MINIMAL WINDOWS
An award-winning slim framed sliding door system available 
exclusively from IQ Glass in the UK. This thermally broken, 
aluminium sliding system is available with double glazing or 
for advanced thermal performance use the triple glazed 4+ 
system which has been fully tested for hurricane resistance.

These sliding doors can be designed in a range of  
configurations including opening corners, pocket doors and 
Juliet balconies. 
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VITRA PIVOT
The Vitra Pivot is a contemporary system that combines 
the ultra slim framing of the minimal windows® sliding 
doors with high specification pivoting mechanisms.  

The framing of the pivoting window can be hidden within the 
finishes of the floor, ceiling and walls to create a frameless 
open aperture. The IQ flush threshold drainage channel can 
also be incorporated within the design if required. 
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GUILLOTINE WINDOW
The Guillotine Window offers the same slim aluminium 

framing as the minimal windows® that slides vertically to 
create full facades of double height glass. 

This sliding sash window can be designed with automated 
motors or counter weighted for a smooth manual 

opening action. 



The Sieger® Systems range offers a comprehensive array 
of aluminium windows and doors, rooflights, balustrades, 
pivot doors and entrance doors suitable for projects of 
any scale. Each system is meticulously engineered to 
meet even the most exacting standards. 

The focus of the Sieger® range is always minimal detailing 
paired with high performance. From slim sliding doors to 
steel look windows, Sieger® offers it all.  

SIEGER SYSTEMS
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Mondrian steel framed glazing systems are manufactured 
to bespoke dimensions to create the desired industrial, 
Art Deco design for each project. 

With a wealth of both thermally broken and
non-thermally broken systems, available in a choice 
of configurations and materials including architectural 
bronze, stainless steel and Corten, these Bauhaus inspired 
artisan systems are the perfect solution for any opening.

MONDRIAN GLAZING
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IQ INVISIO
STRUCTURAL GLASS
Structural Glass can be used for a plethora of designs 
including: Oriel Windows, Structural Glass Walls, 
Frameless Windows, Glass Roofs, Glass Balustrades and 
Structural Glass Floors, creating a minimalistic aesthetic. 

The frameless finish adds an elegant appearance to listed 
buildings where building work needs to be carried out with 
a great deal of sensitivity in order to preserve the original 
facade of the building. 



IQ INVISIO 
ROOF GLAZING
Roof Glazing can be frameless or installed with a supporting 
structural frame, depending on the design requirements 
of the project. Roof glazing is an outstanding method of 
increasing light within a property as it allows the light to 
penetrate straight down into a room. 

From glass roofs supported by structural glass beams or 
steel framing, to roof lanterns and rooflights, buildings can 
benefit from an incredible influx of natural light.
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IQ INTERNAL GLAZING
Internal glazing is available in many designs, various metal 
frame options and even frameless systems. 

IQ offer various steel internal glazing systems, as part of the 
Mondrian Glazing range, as well as steel-look aluminium 
internal doors, to achieve an on-trend Interior Design. 
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HIRT
The HIRT system is a super contemporary glazing system 
that enables full walls of glass to either descend or ascend 
into a ‘parking space’ below or above the floor level, resulting 
in fully open apertures.

This sytem can be taken even further by integrating windows 
and doors within the glass wall. This allows easy general 
access, then the entire facade can open to reveal a seamless 
transition between the indoor and outdoor spaces. 

LOUVRE ROOFS
IQ have a range of aluminium louvre roofs available 

to provide a modern method of solar shading as well 
as extending the living space outdoors. Each order is 

manufactured bespoke to the project, in a choice of colour 
options and configurations.

These aluminium roof structures create fully watertight 
roofs to provide outdoor living spaces that can be used all 

year round. 



IQ INGRESSO
Each entrance door in the Ingresso range is 
manufactured from high specification materials, 
combining integral steel core strength with a luxury finish, 
for a striking entrance feature.

Within the range there’s the Apertio Glass, Apertio Solid 
and Belgravia entrance doors, all offering outstanding 
security and thermal performance.
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The fire-rated glazing systems from IQ are highly 
engineered to provide a crucial barrier to fires using clear 
glass panels. 

Fire-rated glazing is available as frameless or framed 
systems, with various levels of insulation and integrity fire 
protection. The fire-rated steel framed systems can also 
be manufactured from either galvansied steel or stainless 
steel for a traditional aesthetic with high performance.

FIRE RATED GLAZING
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GLASS TECHNOLOGIES
There are an extensive range of technical glass solutions 
available from IQ, whether it’s a solar control coating, 
privacy glass, bird protection glass, low iron glass, heated 
glass, decorative glass, glass for acoustic reduction or a 
low maintenance glass coating. 

These technical glass options are available for use on a 
majority of products from IQ to meet the requirements 
of each project. 
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LIGHT IS THE 
NEW LUXURY
Light is the new luxury in many architectural designs. 

Our architectural glazing is used on prestigious luxury 
builds all over the UK. Many of our super prime 
residential projects have won esteemed awards.
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IQ PROJECTS
Offering a full glazing package for commercial projects 
across the UK, from historical restoration projects to new 
luxury London apartments. 

By combining extensive knowledge of architectural 
and structural glass engineering with exclusive glazing 
systems, IQ Projects are able to offer a complete glazing 
solution for high specification projects. 
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IQ INTERNATIONAL
IQ International have taken IQ’s high specification 
glazing across the world to work on projects in countries 
such as Finland, Saint Lucia and the USA.

Whether it is minimal framing solutions to capitalise on 
the oustanding Caribbean coastline views, or utilise heated 
glass to remove snow and ice build-up on Igloo style hotel 
rooms, IQ International achieve impressive results. 



Our Design Service
The IQ Group offers an in-house design service to all our clients. The technical design team draw up the proposed 
architectural glazing systems, which can be designed on top of architectural drawings, ready for manufacture upon 

client approval.

IQ have also teamed up with award-winning garden and landscape designers to provide clients with the option of a 
full design service for both the architectural glazing and outdoor landscaping. The range of aluminium roof structures 

available from IQ is included within this service when desired on a project. 
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Our Contracts Management
The IQ Group have a large, dedicated contracts management department who work closely with clients and all relevant 

companies involved in each project to ensure each project is completed to the highest standard. 

Each member of the team has a wealth of experience and has strong technical knowledge about each product, 
therefore IQ can make certain that each project is given high levels of attention. 

Each project is given a dedicated contracts manager at IQ, who will overlook the glazing design, manufacture and 
installation process until the project is completed. They are on hand to answer any queries, visit site and to be the point 

of contact, for all companies involved in the construction as well as the client, in relation to the glazing.

Our Production
The IQ Group have several glazing fabrication facilities for both the steel and aluminium systems. The aluminium 
factory is located next to Sky House, where the office and Showroom is, which can be visited by clients with their 

contract manager from IQ to see their systems during the manufacturing process. 

Our in-house fabrication enables us to take full control of the manufacture process, provide more accurate lead 
times and guarantee on quality. Every system is expertly fabricated in our state of the art factories and manufactured 

bespoke to each project. Once the frames have been cut and prepped, each system is finished by hand, which allows us 
to create a custom finish to every project and verify the quality of the systems produced. 
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Our Installation Service
Once the technical designs have been agreed and the products have been manufactured, our in-house installation 
team will then arrive on an agreed date, ready to install the architectural glazing. Prior to the installation date our 

Contract Managers will arrange for any machinery that is required for this installation, for example whether a crane is 
required, to ensure that the installation process runs as smoothly as possible. 

Our teams work closely with all companies that are part of the wider project to ensure that any potential obstacles are 
ironed out before installation. All IQ installation teams have a clear hierachy with a team leader in direct contact with 

your contract manager throughout the installation.
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Our Showroom

The IQ Group Showroom in Amersham is a unique experience for design professionals, specifiers and home owners to 
explore the world of architectural glazing and design. 

Set in idyllic settings within the Chiltern Hills, the IQ Showroom has the largest collection of architectural glazing in 
the UK. From steel to aluminium to frameless structural glass; all our most popular glazing systems are on show as well 
as the latest innovations in architecture and glass design. Make an appointment with one of our technical consultants 

and they will guide you through your project requirements and offer you expert advice and guidance. 

The IQ Group Showroom is based within Sky House, which is also home to the showrooms of a whole host of luxury 
home design and technology brands. This exclusive space offers a broad range of design products, perfect for those 

undertaking a modern residential design project.

Open Monday - Friday 8:30am - 5:30pm, Saturday 9:00am - 3:00pm
Contact us on 01494 722 880 to book your showroom appointment.
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Roald Dahl’s Marvellous Children’s Charity

The IQ Group are proud supporters of our chosen charity Roald Dahl’s Marvellous Children’s Charity. The Charity was 
set up in 1990 by the wife of the legendary author Roald Dahl, in his memory, to provide dedicated specialist nurses to 

seriously ill children across the UK with the aim to help make their lives a little easier. 

IQ hold various fundraising days throughout the year to help support this marvellous charity. The funding goes towards 
providing support to the children’s nurses and helps them develop the knowledge and skills necessary to deliver the 

best care possible.

Roald Dahl’s Marvellous Children’s Charity has achieved many marvellous milestones over the years. they created the 
first ever Paediatric Epilepsy Nurse Specialist post in the UK in 1991. The Charity also created 72 Roald Dahl children’s 

nurses and healthcare professional posts around the UK.

Follow us on our social media accounts to keep up-to-date with all fundraising activities.
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